NAVERIA ADVENTURES
Stand UP Paddle Boarding *SUP (lesson & snorkel tour)
Join us for an adventure on the water, exercise and snorkel
Departure High Tide dependant 9am – 12pm FJ$ 65

River Tubing
Experience a 1 hr jungle valley tubing adventure. Ride down an enchanting and mystical jungle valley.
Afterwards enjoy a volcanic healing mud pool.
This is an awesome fun filled adventure for all. Not to be missed!
Departure 9am – 2pm FJ$ 95 Jungle Picnic Lunch Included (Children from 6yrs & upwards)

Mountain Biking
Bike along some dirt tracks to a waterfall, ride back along the beach and enjoy the beauty of Savusavu
while getting some exercise and scenic views.
Departure 9am – 1pm snacks provided FJ$ 95

Hiking \ Waterfall\ Therapeutic hot mud pool
If you want to have a bit of adventure, swim in a waterfall pool and experience a Fijian village. This
is a great tour for that. You will learn about the foods the Fijians eat and the natural plants that
are used for medicine. Enjoy the natural Fijian mud spa afterwards, then cool off in the river!
Departure 9am – 2pm Jungle Picnic lunch Included FJ$ 95

Matika Falls and Therapeutic hot mud pool
This is a 1hr hike into the jungle along a beautiful jungle trail. Swim in crystal clear pools, experience
The true Fijian jungle and have an amazing Fijian adventure. Arrive at 2 Waterfalls, do some rock climbing
& swing out on ropes Super Adventure and MUST do! Must be fit!
Departure 9am – 2pm Picnic in the jungle provided FJ$ 95

Horse Back Riding Fiji Style and Jungle Swimming Pool
This is a great day for the kids and adults. Must have some experience riding. Children ride behind
the guide. Stop at a beautiful jungle rock pool and experience swimming with the horses!
Departure 9am – 2pm Jungle Picnic Lunch Included FJ$ 140

For booking a tour please call Sharon at Naveria 9364808 \ 8850348

“We slow down so the rest of the world can catch up”
Voted EXCELLENT by Trip Adviser

